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Abstract
A patient with glioblastoma mutliforme underwent serial computerized analysis of tumor-associated
vasculature defined from magnetic resonance angiographic (MRA) scans obtained over almost a four
year period. The clinical course included tumor resection with subsequent radiation therapy, a long
symptom-free interval, emergence of a new malignant focus, resection of that focus, a stroke, and
treatment with chemotherapy and anti-angiogenic therapy. Image analysis methods included
segmentation of vessels from each MRA and statistical comparison of vessel morphology over 4
regions of interest (the initial tumor site, the second tumor site, a distant control region, and the entire
brain) to the same 4 regions of interest in 50 healthy volunteers (26 females and 24 males; mean age
39 years). Results suggested that following completion of focal radiation therapy (RT) vessel shape
abnormalities, if elevated at the time of RT completion, may progressively normalize for months in
focal regions, that progressively severe vessel shape abnormalities can precede the emergence of a
gadolinium enhancing lesion by months, that lesion resection can produce a dramatic but highly
transient drop in abnormal vessel tortuosity both focally and globally, and that treatment with anti-
angiogenic agents does not necessarily normalize vessel shape. Quantitative measurements of vessel
morphology as defined from MRA may provide useful insights into tumor development and response
to therapy.
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Gliobastoma multiforme is the most common adult brain malignancy (CBTRUS-2006). The
prognosis has generally been regarded as bleak, with median survival of about 12 months from
the time of diagnosis (Wong and Brem 2007; Krex et. al., 2007). Recent advances in the
understanding of tumor biology, however, have led to new therapeutic agents that can prolong
the lives of these patients, sometimes for years (Iwadate et. al., 2003; Floeth et. al., 2003; Stupp
et. al., 2003; Reardon et. al., 2006; Vredenburgh et. al., 2007; Wong and Brem 2007; Parvez
2008, Sampson et. al., 2008).
Given the ongoing development of new therapeutic agents, there is genuine need of a method
that can effectively monitor treatment efficacy. The current standard of practice is to estimate
tumor volumes from sequential sets of gadolinium-enhanced, T1 images (Therase et. al., 2000;
Warren et. al., 2001; Dempsey et. al., 2005). Other groups have applied similar methods to T2
images, under the reasonable assumption that the “edema” visible on T2 images consists of a
combination of edema and tumor infiltration (Shukla 2005). Such assessments depend upon
comparison of current to past volumes, do not directly evaluate what the tumor will do next,
and are readily confounded by the necrosis that may appear with successful radiation therapy
or chemotherapy, since such necrosis can induce enhancement and edema indistinguishable
from that of tumor growth. Moreover, glioblastomas are deeply infiltrative, and tumor cells
may extend well beyond gadolinium enhancing margins or even the margins of tumor-
associated edema (Burger 1991). Diffusion tensor imaging is a magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging method that shows promise in tumor assessment (Price 2006), but like T1 and T2
imaging assesses only structural changes.
A reliable method of assessing tumor metabolic or physiologic activity noninvasively would
be of value. MR spectroscopy and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) are two imaging
methods under investigation by several groups. An alternative approach is to evaluate tumor
vasculature. Tumor growth beyond minimal size is dependent upon angiogenesis, the process
of new blood vessel formation from existing vessels (Folkman 1971). Vessels are recruited via
the expression of agents such as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) and other growth
factors (Ferrara et. al., 1996, McDonald and Baluk 2002). These factors alter the vessel wall,
producing both structural and permeability changes (McDonald and Baluk 2002, Saaristo et.
al., 2002, Yoo et. al., 2005). Cancer-associated changes to vascular morphology occur very
early during tumor growth. Indeed, within 24 hours of injection of only a few cancer cells,
initially healthy vessels in the tumor vicinity develop tortuosity abnormalities with such
changes emerging prior to angiogenic sprouting (Li et. al., 2000). These changes affect vessels
lying well outside of the tumor margins (Li et. al., 2000). These vessel tortuosity abnormalities
appear across cancer types, and have been aptly described by Baish as “many smaller bends
upon each larger bend” (Baish and Jain 2000). With time, abnormal vessel tortuosity can
sometimes spread to even major named vessels, with MR-apparent alterations occurring a
centimeter or more outside of any T1-gadolinium enhancing lesion (Bullitt et. al., 2007).
The majority of the literature addressing in vivo imaging of tumor-associated vasculature has
concentrated upon the “microvasculature” as perceived by perfusion and permeability imaging.
An alternative approach is to quantitatively assess “macrovascular” vessel morphology as
perceived by magnetic resonance angiography (MRA). This approach cannot assess vessels of
diameter smaller than that of the voxel size used during image acquisition, thus precluding
evaluation of tiny neoangiogenic sprouts, nor can it assess vessel permeability. It does,
however, permit quantitative, statistical assessment of parameters such as vessel number,
vessel radius, and vessel tortuosity. In one blinded study, quantitative, MRA-based measures
of vessel tortuosity were able to correctly define all but one of 30 brain tumors as benign or
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malignant when imaged prior to total gross resection (Bullitt et. al., 2005). Another study
addressed the treatment of brain metastases from breast cancer and found that measurements
of vessel tortuosity appeared to predict the likelihood of treatment failure one to two months
prior to analysis of tumor size (Bullitt et. al., 2007). In a different study of genetically
engineered mice, vessel tortuosity assessments were capable of correctly detecting emerging
malignancy for carcinomas larger than 1mm3 (Bullitt et. al., 2006). Additionally, vessel shape
abnormalities appear to resolve with successful treatment (Yuan et. al., 1996; Li et. al., 2000,
Jain 2001, Bullitt et. al., 2007).
Almost all prior studies assessing tumor vasculature in human patients have been either cross-
sectional studies, in which large numbers of patients are imaged at a single time, or brief
longitudinal studies in which each patient is imaged at a few times during a particular form of
treatment. This paper describes sequential MRA imaging of a single glioblastoma patient over
a period of almost four years. This patient’s course was complex and illustrates many of the
problems inherent to assessing tumor activity in the actual clinical arena. This case also
illustrates several points relevant to the timing and location of vessel morphological changes
during tumor treatment. Throughout this paper, we use the term “lesion” to define tumor
margins on gadolinium-enhanced T1 images, “edema” to indicate associated hypo/
hyperintensity on T1/T2 images (regardless of whether this finding is due to edema, tumor
infiltration, or both), and “region” to describe the combination of lesion and edema.
2. Clinical History
A 55-year old Caucasion male developed intermittent dyslexia. Evaluation revealed a 5.5
cm3, ring-enhancing left temporal lobe lesion with a small amount of associated edema (Fig.
1A). On 8/7/03 (month 0 of the patient’s clinical course) he underwent a gross total resection
with insertion of carmustine wafers (GLIADEL® Wafer, MGI Pharma, USA) into the resection
cavity (Fig 1B). Pathology confirmed the diagnosis of glioblastoma (GBM; World Health
Organization glioma grade IV). Postoperatively he had no neurologic deficit.
The patient underwent conventional external, fractionated beam radiotherapy (6120 cGy to the
tumor bed and an additional 4500 cGy that included the surrounding edematous region) with
concurrent temozolomide (200mg/m2 on days 1–5 every 28 days), followed by two cycles of
lomustine (110 mg/m2) complicated by neutropenia necessitating dose reduction of the second
cycle (82.5 mg/m2). He then (month 5) elected to discontinue chemotherapy. He remained
active, neurologically intact, and continued to work as a teacher. Routine T1 and T2 brain
images were acquired every 3–4 months with no evidence of gadolinium enhancement, mass
effect, edema, or other sign of tumor.
Thirty-two months after the original diagnosis a new 1.0×1.2×1.5 cm enhancing nodule with
associated edema was detected by MR. This lesion was separated by about a centimeter from
the initial resection site, and it was initially unclear whether this new lesion represented tumor
recurrence or radiation necrosis (Fig 1C). An FDG-PET scan of the brain did not reveal
evidence of increased metabolic activity. However, a follow-up brain MRI two months later
(month 34) revealed both enlargement of the gadolinium enhancing lesion to 4.5 cm3 and
increased edema consistent with recurrent tumor (Fig 1D). A stereotactic biopsy was obtained
followed by total gross resection of the new lesion in month 35. Histopathology confirmed the
diagnosis of GBM. Immunohistochemical analysis of the tumor sample revealed
methylguanine methyltransferase expression in 20% of tumor cells, 80% of tumor cells stained
for EGFR, 50% for PTEN, 30% for phosphor-S6 protein, 10% for EGFRvIII and 5% for
phosphor-AKT. Postoperatively the patient refused further chemotherapy and initiated a
naturopathic regimen. Apart from dyslexia he remained asymptomatic.
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A scan during month 37 (Fig 1E), however, suggested an emerging occipital lobe infarction
with associated enhancement, some of which may have been tumor or surgically related. The
patient was begun on irinotecan 125 mg/m2 and bevacizumab 10 mg/kg during month 38, with
later downward adjustment in dosage because of neutropenia. Apart from his dyslexia he
remained asymptomatic until month 48, at which time he began experiencing new difficulty
with word finding (Fig 1F). His therapy was changed to bevacizumab and etoposide, which he
continued for another 4 months. The patient and his family then made the decision to
discontinue therapy. He died February 2008, 4.5 years from the time of initial diagnosis.
3. Methods
3.1 Image acquisition
This HIPAA-compliant and Institutional Review Board approved study involved quantitative
analysis of serial MRA images of the patient described above. As a part of our image processing
algorithm, all values calculated from the patient’s MRA scans were normalized (z-scored) by
values derived from the images of 50 healthy volunteers (aged 19–72 years, mean age 39 years,
26 female 24 male). Our healthy image database is publicly available
(http://insight-journal.org/midas/handle.php?handle=1926/594) and is not discussed further
here. For the patient described in this report, a total of 14 MRA scans were acquired between
November 2003, at which time the patient was three months from the time of initial diagnosis
and had recently completed radiation therapy, and August 2007, at which time the patient was
48 months from the time of initial diagnosis and had begun to decline neurologically. MRA
images were not available prior to month 3 or after month 48 of his clinical course.
MRA scans were all obtained on the same 3T, head only unit (Allegra, Siemens Medical
Systems Inc.) using a head coil. Images were acquired using a 3D-time-of-flight sequence
without gadolinium injection and that covered the entire head using multiple (5) overlapping
(25%) thin slabs (MOTSA). The sequence also employed a magnetization transfer pulse for
background suppression of brain parenchyma. The resulting voxel size was 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.8
mm3. The sequence’s TR/TE/flip_angle/was 35msec/3msec/22°. Although the base matrix was
448×448, a rectangular FOV of 0.786 and a partial Fourier of 0.8 were employed to reduce
data acquisition time to 18 minutes.
Additional, serial, T1-gadolinium enhanced and T2 images were acquired for clinical purposes
on either a 3T Siemens Allegra unit (TR/TE=15msec/7msec for T1 and 7730/80 for T2) or a
1.5T Siemens Symphony or Avanto scanner (TR/TE=2100msec/2.5msec for T1 and 2500/80
for T2). Each MRI performed for clinical purposes included multiple additional image
sequences that are not discussed further. With the exception of the first MRA sequence, images
requested for clinical purposes were performed on a schedule independent of the MRA
acquisition schedule and were blinded to the operator analyzing the MRA images until after
the MRA analysis was performed.
Image processing—Following image acquisition, the patient’s MRA image was transferred
to a computer for postprocessing. Image processing time was approximately 1.5 hours. The
approach involved a computerized, statistical comparison of measures of vessel shape between
the 50 healthy volunteers and those of the patient over 4 patient-specific anatomical regions.
Our methods of vessel shape analysis have been previously described (Bullitt et. al., 2005,
2006, 2007) and are summarized only briefly here. Vessel segmentation was performed from
MRA using a Hessian-based method that, proceeding from a seed point, defined an image
intensity ridge representing the vessel skeleton and then defined a radius at each point (Aylward
and Bullitt 2002). All images were registered affinely via normalized mutual information
(Rueckert 2002; Schnabel et. al., 2001) into the coordinate system of the McConnell T1 atlas
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(ICBM) so that a region of interest could be mapped into each MRA of the tumor patient as
well as into the MRA of each healthy subject. Regions of interest were delineated using a
program that defined tumors via polygon drawing and filling on orthogonal cuts through an
image volume.
Four patient-specific regions of interest were employed during the current study. The first was
the region of tumor and edema as seen on the patient’s initial T1-gadolinium enhanced scan
(Region 1). Region 1 was mapped into all of the patient’s subsequent MRAs. The second was
the region of tumor and edema associated with the patient’s second lesion as seen just prior to
his second operation (Region 2). This second region was mapped to all of the patient’s
subsequent MRAs and was also retrospectively mapped to all of the patient’s previously
acquired MRAs. There was overlap between the edematous regions contained in Regions 1
and 2 as well as between the edema associated with lesion 2 and the initial margins of lesion
1. Regions 1 and 2 therefore almost certainly contained vessels in common. The third region
was intended as a control region, located as far away as possible from the two tumor sites. We
selected the right frontal area and defined a roughly spherical volume of about 20 cm3 for this
control region. The fourth region was the entire brain. The same four regions were mapped to
all of the patient’s 14 MRA scans as well as to the brains of the 50 healthy volunteers.
Vessels were clipped to the region of interest and analysis was performed only upon the vessels
or vessel segments contained within each region of interest. Each measured parameter was
normalized (z-scored) by the means and standard deviations of the healthy values calculated
over the same region of interest. A minimum of 4 vessels was required for analysis. Calculated
vessel attributes included:
a. Normalized vessel count (nVC): The vessel count provides the number of individual,
unbranched vessels contained within or passing through the region of interest and
provides a measure of vessel density. When normalized (z-scored), a value of −1
indicates a count one standard deviation below the healthy mean and a value of 2.5 a
count 2.5 standard deviations above the healthy mean.
b. Normalized average radius: (nAVRAD) The average radius provides the average
radius of all vessel segments clipped to the region of interest.
c. Normalized Sum of Angles Metric (nSOAM): SOAM is a tortuosity measure that is
elevated in the presence of high-frequency, low-amplitude vessel sine waves or coils.
SOAM sums the angles between consecutive trios of points along a space curve and
normalizes by the path length (Bullitt et. al., 2003). The SOAM for a region of interest
is expressed as the average SOAM of the vessels lying within that region. The SOAM
value is almost invariably elevated for cancer-associated vasculature.
d. Normalized Inflection Count Metric (nICM): The ICM is a tortuosity measure that
measures larger amplitude curves than SOAM. The ICM counts “inflection points”
along each space curve and multiplies this number (plus one) times the total path
length and then divides by the distance between endpoints (Bullitt et. al., 2003). The
ICM for a region of interest is expressed as the average ICM of the vessels lying within
that region. The ICM value is often elevated in the presence of cancer.
e. Malignancy Probability (MP): The MP provides an estimate of the probability of
malignancy on a scale of 0% to 100% and is calculated by an equation that employs
nSOAM and nICM (SOAM and ICM normalized by z-scoring against healthy values).
The equation was derived from an earlier study of human patients with a variety of
tumor types, both benign and malignant, and employed discriminant analysis of
multiple vessel shape parameters with the goal of separating benign from malignant
tumors (Bullitt et. al., 2005). The term “Malignancy Probability” is not entirely
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accurate when applied to the treatment of tumors such as glioblastoma, because
glioblastomas will remain potentially malignant even when in remission. The MP in
such cases should instead be viewed as providing a measure of tumor activity. During
successful treatment, initially high MP values decrease. When a tumor develops and
actively grows, initially low MP values increase. When individual tumors are
followed over time, an increase or decrease of 20 over the baseline MP is viewed as
significant (Bullitt et. al., 2007).
4. Results
Figure 2 illustrates a 3D visualization of segmented vessels as well as the segmented Region
2. To aid the visualization, the vessels have been connected into vessel trees and color coded
according to circulatory group. Arrows point to two abnormally tortuous vessels located close
to but outside of the tumor boundary as defined from the T1 image.
Tables 1–4 provide results for all calculated vessel parameters for the four regions of interest.
Our “Malignancy Probability’ (MP) calculation provides a summary measure that weights and
combines the two tortuosity values to provide an overall measure of tumor activity. Figures 3–
6 provide graphs of MP over time for all four regions of interest.
As shown by Tables 1–4, there was no clear pattern to normalized vessel number in any of the
four regions, except that the vessel count tended to be slightly lower than average in the right
frontal control region. Average vessel radius tended to be lower than healthy values in the
irradiated regions (as assessed by the regions of interest defined by Regions 1 and 2) but with
a marked increase in radius immediately following resection of a new active focus. When the
entire brain was examined, average radius was greater by more than one standard deviation
than the average vessel radius of healthy controls for all but the three earliest time points
imaged. This same finding was true for the right frontal control region.
Figures 3–6 provide a graphical summary of the two tortuosity measures over each of the 4
regions. Each of these figures contains colored arrows indicating four important time points:
the completion of radiation therapy, the discovery of lesion 2, resection of that lesion, and
initiation of bevacizumab therapy. We first discuss events during the first 3 years for each of
the 4 regions and then discuss the events of the final year.
Figure 3 illustrates findings over time for Region 1. As shown by Figure 3, initially high vessel
shape abnormalities gradually decreased over a period of about a year following completion
of radiation therapy. By month 31 the MP in this initial region showed an ominous rise,
however, occurring at least a month before a new gadolinium enhancing lesion about a
centimeter away was first noted by MR (at which time a PET scan failed to provide evidence
of malignancy). It is important to note that from month 3 to month 32 no gadolinium
enhancement, no mass effect, and no edema were apparent on any T1 or T2 image.
Figure 4 illustrates findings over time for Region 2, whose defined volume partially overlapped
that of Region 1. Similar to the findings for Region 1, MP values were initially high but then
dropped by 6 months following completion of radiation therapy (month 9). Increase in vessel
shape abnormalities occurred more quickly than in Region 1, however, appearing by month
17 and thus more than a year before new gadolinium enhancement or the presence of edema
became apparent by T1 or T2 imaging.
Figure 5 provides summary tortuosity results for the control right frontal region, located far
away from the two identified tumor foci. This right frontal region was not implicated as
potentially involved by tumor in any T1 or T2 image or by any other intermittently acquired
image of any other type. As shown by Figure 5, the results are somewhat noisy but are clearly
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different from those represented by Regions 1 and 2. Initial MP values were low. Indeed, MP
values averaged low levels of 6%–7% throughout the patient’s course and without any clear
trend in rise or fall regardless of therapeutic manipulation.
Figure 6 provides MP values for the entire brain. Analysis of the entire brain is of interest since,
in the absence of a gadolinium enhancing lesion that can be used to define a particular region
of interest, the entire brain may be the only region of interest that is available over which to
assess values. Interestingly, the pattern for the entire brain differed from both that of the two
tumor regions and for the control region. Initial MP values for the entire brain were low (15%)
but exhibited a relatively steady rise up to high levels (90%+) until the time of surgical resection
of the new active focus at month 35. Following total gross resection of lesion 2 at month 35,
both Regions 1 and 2 as well as the entire brain exhibited an abrupt drop in MP. This
improvement was short-lived, however, with gradual return of vessel shape abnormalities to
their original high levels within three months. No effect of tumor growth or surgery was
observed within the far distant, control, right frontal region.
Evaluation of the effects of the administration of bevacizumab was complicated by the
evolution of an occipital lobe stroke, whose location primarily affected the site of Region 2.
Two time points could not be analyzed for Region 2 (Figure 4) because only 2 vessels were
defined within the region of interest at these time points. For Region 2, subsequent analyses
indicated that the degree of vessel shape abnormality appeared to drop significantly from the
previous high level (Figure 4). Some of this effect could have been related to bevacizumab
therapy and some to the effect of stroke which could have eliminated a part of the tumor focus
and its associated vessels. For Region 1, located about a centimeter away, and for the entire
brain, the composite effects of occipital lobe stroke and bevacizumab therapy appeared to
provide a modest improvement in vessel shape abnormality, with MP values dropping by about
20 points. Although this difference meets our criteria for a significant drop from the initially
high value, suggesting at least a partial response to treatment, the MP values continued to
remain relatively high in both regions (77–82). The right frontal control region remained
unaffected (Fig 5).
5. Discussion
This paper analyzes changes in vessel morphology as perceived by serial MRA scans in a
patient with glioblastoma multiforme imaged over a four year period. His course included
delivery of radiation therapy and routine chemotherapy, a long symptom-free interval,
emergence of a new malignant focus, resection of that focus, evolution of a stroke that almost
certainly involved portions of active tumor, and treatment with anti-angiogenic therapy
combined with chemotherapy. The complexity of this case provides a good illustration of the
difficulty that must be confronted by any method that aims to assess tumor treatment response.
5.1 Comments on the findings of this report
At least four vessel morphological findings should be discussed, including a) response to
radiation therapy, b) timing of vessel shape abnormality development during emergence of a
new tumor focus, c) response to surgical resection of an identified active focus, and d) response
to anti-angiogenic therapy. As is consistent with our earlier studies (Bullitt et. al., 2005,2006,
2007) vessel count and vessel radius were not particularly helpful parameters when defining
tumor activity. Our methods cannot delineate vessels smaller than those definable by the voxel
size used during MRA acquisition, and so cannot analyze tiny, neoangiogenic, capillary
sprouts. Vessel tortuosity measures, however, extend to much larger feeding vessels
visualizable by MRA and appear to provide useful information.
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a) Response to radiation therapy—Radiation therapy is not a specifically anti-angiogenic
treatment, but instead targets all dividing cells. Almost all reports on vessel normalization
during treatment have addressed only the administration of fully or partially anti-angiogenic
agents when sequential images are acquired over time (Li et. al., 2000; Willett et. al., 2004;
Wieldiers et. al., 2006; Bullitt et. al., 2007). Although we do not have data in our own patient
prior to initiation of radiotherapy, vessel shapes were highly abnormal in both Regions 1 and
2 immediately following completion of radiation therapy. The first data points in the current
report describe vessel shape normalization, as perceived by MRA, following focal radiation
therapy and generic (not specifically anti-angiogenic) chemotherapy. For both of the focal
regions of interest, one lying fully within the radiation field and the other partially outside it,
vessel shape normalization occurred slowly following administration of radiation therapy with
these improvements in vessel shape abnormalities requiring many months.
It makes sense that an effective therapy that is not specifically anti-antiangiogenic should alter
vessel shape parameters, however. If the tumor is attacked directly, thus impeding its ability
to produce growth factors, there is likely to be a secondary effect upon the neighboring blood
vessels. The slow time course of improvement following radiation therapy is also of note, and
is in disagreement with previous reports describing more rapid vessel normalization following
more specifically anti-angiogenic therapy (Yuan et. al., 1996; Li et. al., 2000; Jain 2001; Willett
et. al., 2004; Wieldiers et. al., 2006; Bullitt et. al., 2007). More research is required to assess
the relative effects of specifically anti-angiogenic therapy as compared to more generic therapy
in terms of both the timing of vessel normalization and the ultimate effect upon clinical
outcome. However, this report suggests that vessel morphology can be altered by effective
therapeutic measures that are not specifically anti-angiogenic.
b) Timing of vessel shape abnormality development during emergence of a new
focus—In this patient, a new focus of enhancement developed 2.5 years following completion
of radiation therapy and after a long remission period in which no gadolinium enhancement
and no edema was detectable on any T1 or T2 images. PET scan initially did not suggest
malignancy, and there was thus a 2–3 month delay before the new lesion was correctly
recognized as malignant. The distinction between radiation necrosis and recurrent tumor can
be difficult to make, and this problem is common during the treatment of glioblastoma.
Vessel shape abnormalities appeared many months before the onset of gadolinium
enhancement in this patient, however. In the specific region in which gadolinium enhancement
later appeared, a marked rise in vessel shape abnormality occurred 15 months prior to the
development of an enhancing lesion. At the site of the primary lesion, which was separated by
about a centimeter from the new emerging focus (but with some voxels and vessels held in
common by the defined Regions 1 and 2), vessel shape abnormalities increased significantly
at least a month prior to the recognition of gadolinium enhancement and the development of
edema by MR. These findings suggest that vessel shape abnormalities appear very early during
malignant tumor development. Indeed, other groups have reported that abnormal vessel
tortuosity development in initially healthy vessels is one of the earliest steps during emergence
of an incipient malignancy (Li et. al., 2000, Folkman 2000). In our own patient, there was no
increase in vessel shape abnormality in the far distant right frontal location, used as a control
region.
Interestingly, when the entire brain was examined there was no drop in vessel shape
abnormality as a result of focal radiation therapy; instead the MP showed a relatively steady
rise from the time of the patient’s initial scan to the time of surgical resection. We interpret
this finding to indicate that there were additional regions outside of our two defined, tumor-
associated, focal regions of interest in which vessel abnormalities were present and becoming
worse. Our Regions 1 and 2 were defined by the margins of tumor and edema as seen by T1-
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gadolinium enhanced MR. Glioblastomas deeply infiltrate tissue, however, and malignant cells
can be found even outside of an enhancing lesion and its associated edema as seen by MR
(Burger et. al., 1991). The actual tumor margins therefore cannot be accurately defined from
traditional MR. Moreover, Li et. al. (2000) have shown that vessel shape abnormalities can
spread for long distances beyond the tumor confines even when the tumor margins are known
with certainty. Our own group examined concentric rings around the enhancing rims of
glioblastomas as seen by MR, concluding that how far vessel shape abnormalities spread in
the adjacent tissue is variable, but can be more than 3 cm in some patients (Bullitt et. al.,
2004). An example of abnormal vessels lying well outside of tumor confines is shown in Figure
2 for the current patient. We hypothesize that these distant vascular effects result from growth
(or other) tumor-induced factors that diffuse through tissue to affect blood vessels that may be
located centimeters away from the tumor margins.
The difference in findings in the four regions examined (Regions 1 and 2, control frontal region,
and entire brain) underscore, however, that the analysis of different anatomical regions will
produce different results, as will also true for any other method of assessing tumor activity.
Whereas one portion of the brain may be responding slowly to radiation therapy with death of
tumor cells and normalization of the vasculature, other portions of the brain may be
experiencing tumor growth. At present, we can only define a focal region of interest once a
tumor has reached sufficient size to be apparent by MR. It would be valuable to develop a
search program that could detect focal regions of vessel shape abnormality and to flag such
regions as requiring careful future follow-up. We are presently attempting to develop such a
program.
c) Response to surgical resection—One of the most striking findings in this study was
the dramatic and abrupt drop in vessel shape abnormality that occurred following total gross
resection of a focal lesion. This drop affected not only Regions 1 and 2 but the entire brain as
well. Improvement was very short-lived, however, with a gradual climb to the initial highly
abnormal values in all three regions within three months. We believe that the transient drop in
the whole brain tortuosity abnormalities can be explained by a combination of two factors: the
direct loss through surgical excision of some of the most abnormal vessels in the brain, and
the loss of a major focus producing angiogenic agents that spread through tissue to alter vessel
morphology at more distant sites. Surgical excision had no effect on the control right frontal
region, located far away from the known site of active tumor.
d) Response to anti-angiogenic therapy—Evaluation of the effects of anti-angiogenic
therapy were complicated by the fact that the patient experienced a concomitant, evolving
occipital lobe stroke that primarily affected Region 2. Evaluation was impossible at two time
points for Region 2 because an insufficient number of vessels were available for evaluation,
and two subsequent evaluation time points indicated dramatic improvement in vessel shape
measurements within this focal region. It is unknown whether this improvement in a focal area
resulted from the effects of stroke or from the administration of bevacizumab.
For two other regions examined (Region 1 and the entire brain) bevacizumab therapy produced
about a 20 point drop in MP, thus approaching the amount of improvement that we view as
meaningful. Clinically, the patient appeared to respond to therapy. The overall MP nevertheless
remained high (82 and 77 for Region 1 and the entire brain respectively), suggesting ongoing
but perhaps reduced tumor activity. There was no obvious effect of bevazicumab upon the right
frontal control region. Of importance, bevacizumab therapy did not, in and of itself, provide
an immediate and dramatic normalization of vessel shape in sites in which vessels were clearly
abnormal. Whether or not the efficacy of bevacizumab therapy can be assessed by measuring
changes in vessel morphology on an individual basis is a topic for future research.
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5.2 Limitations of the approach and comments on methodology
The major limitation of our approach is that it is not possible to evaluate vessels of diameter
smaller than that of the voxel size used during image acquisition. For the 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.8
mm3 voxels employed during our MRA acquisitions, the smallest visualizable vessels were
0.5mm in diameter (0.25mm radius). We therefore cannot visualize capillaries or tiny
neoangiogenic sprouts. Other imaging methods, such as perfusion and permeability imaging,
can provide different types of information about these smaller vessels, however. The two
approaches appear to provide complementary information. Although perfusion/permeability
imaging information was not available for this particular patient, it would be of high interest
to perform a similar study incorporating both types of vessel analysis.
A second limitation of our approach is that we currently can define focal regions of interest
only after a tumor has become visible by MR. However, once such a region has been identified,
it appears that vessel shape abnormalities arise far earlier than the appearance of gadolinium
enhancement. Global measurements performed over the entire brain can indicate that
something is wrong but cannot provide information about where the problem lies. As
previously noted, it would be helpful to develop a search program to define focal regions of
vessel abnormality. We are currently working towards this goal using both search methods
based upon vessel shapes themselves and search methods that use additional information
provided by FLAIR images, perfusion and permeability imaging, diffiusion imaging, and other
imaging modalities.
The approach described in this report is potentially applicable to cancers arising at any location
within the body. Abnormal vessel tortuosity is not unique to brain tumors, but instead appears
to involve a wide range of common cancers including those of the breast (Lau et. al., 1999),
colon (Siemann 2002), and lung (Helmlinger et. al., 2002). Extension of the method to
anatomical regions outside of the brain requires methods of dealing with respiratory and cardiac
motion, however. Such motion can blur small vessels during MRA acquisition, making them
impossible to evaluate. Although computed tomographic angiography might provide a
reasonable alternative to MRA, which takes a much longer time to acquire, traditional constrast
agents may leak into the extravascular tissue, making it impossible to delineate vessels lying
within the tumor confines. Further work is required before the approach can be readily extended
to in-vivo imaging of anatomical regions subject to respiratory and cardiac motion.
5.3 Summary
This report analyzes vessel morphological changes as perceived by MRA of a single
glioblastoma patient imaged over a four year period and during treatment by a variety of
methods. Results suggest that vessel tortuosity abnormalities may resolve during successful
therapy even with agents that are not specifically anti-angiogenic, that tumor resurgence is
heralded by the development of focal vessel shape abnormalities months before any gadolinium
enhancement is visible by MR, that total gross resection of an active focus is associated with
an abrupt but transient drop in vessel shape abnormalities both focally and globally, and that
anti-VEGF therapy does not necessarily induce rapid normalization of vessel shape. We believe
that quantitative, statistical measures of vessel shape could provide an important tool both for
the therapeutic monitoring of individual patients and for improving understanding of how
cancers respond or fail to respond to various treatment modalities.
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T1-gadolinium enhanced (left) and T2 (right) MR slices obtained over time. A: Initial scan
(month 0). Ring-enhancing tumor with a small amount of surrounding edema. B: Month 3. The
tumor has been resected and radiation therapy delivered. There is no gadolinium enhancement
and no edema. Arrow points to a gliadel wafer. C: Month 32. Development of a second lesion.
D: Month 34. Enlargement of the second lesion and expansion of edema. E: Month 37. The
second lesion has been resected. There is an emerging occipital lobe infarction. F: Month 48.
Old occipital lobe infarction with patchy surrounding enhancement.
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Vessels and segmented tumor/edema from Region 2. Red = anterior cerebral group, cyan =
left middle cerebral group, blue = right middle cerebral group, gold = posterior cerebral group.
Grey = tumor + edema as defined from T1 and registered into the coordinate system of the
vessels. Arrows point to two vessels close to but outside of the apparent tumor confines and
that exhibit abnormal, high-frequency, low-amplitude oscillations detectable by SOAM.
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Malignancy Probability (MP) over time (months since diagnosis) in the region of the initial
lesion. Black arrow: time of completion of radiation therapy. Red arrow: time at which a new
gadolinium-enhancing lesion was first noted. Gold arrow: Total gross resection of new lesion.
Blue arrow: initiation of bevacizumab therapy. An increase or decrease of 20 in the MP is
viewed as significant.
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Malignancy Probability (MP) over time (months since diagnosis) in the region of the second
lesion. Arrows provide the same time points as Figure 3. Two data points are missing because
the patient suffered a stroke involving this region and an insufficient number of vessels were
present for analysis.
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Malignancy Probability (MP) over time (months since diagnosis) in the control right frontal
region. Arrows provide the same time points as Figure 3.
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Malignancy Probability (MP) over time (months since diagnosis) in the entire brain. Arrows
provide the same time points as Figure 3.
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